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Campus Chest Finale Campus Fails
To Fill Chest
With ^8,000
Pie-Throws, Stunts, Contests —
Out of the Night. ..Steals a
Searcher for Moonshine
Who is the man who wandered
into at least two fraternity houses
on the evening of Saturday, Nov-
ember 7, supposedly to find out
if there had been any Illicit drink-
Ing by those under twenty-one?
Mr. Edward J. Polaski, head of
the Connecticut Liquor Control
Commission, said that no mem-
bers of his office would have
any reason to inspect fraternity
houses as they are concerned with
licensed establishments only.
Dean Roy Heath said that he
had no idea who might have had
an interest in illegal drinking here,
but expressed the desire to be
kept in touch with those who might
have any additional facts.
At one of the houses, the
mysterious caller was quoted as
saying that he was glad to see
that no one under the legal age
had been drinking. He made this
statement to one of the members
on leaving the building, but still
no one of that fraternity made
any effort to discover his identity.
The facts are less clear at the
second house, but they seem to
follow much the same pattern,
and again the man was never
asked to show any form of identi-
fication.
The chairman of the Campus
Chest said last night at the fin-
ale that he expected students to
fill the coffers to the extent of
$6,500 and possibly $7,000.
Gilbert P. Winter '65, chairman
of the Campus Chest Drive, said
that he was "a bit disappointed"
that the drive did not reach its
goal of $8,000.
However, he explained that "the
outcome was tempered by many
factors. It was not due directly
to any one thing," he continued.
He cited the expense of different
costly functions preceding the
Campus Chest project as factors
working against the drive. He also
said that he was sorry to see
College men connect the student-
directed drive with feelings sur-
rounding recent administrative
actions.
Winter expressed the opinion that
some students failed to regard
the Campus Chest as "the single
charitable campaign of the year."
However, "on the whole, the cam-
paign was successful." Most stu-r
dents took an active part in the
drive."
AH for the Sake of Charity
Senate Adopts 'Restriction9
Penalty; Calls For Meetings
At first it was rumored on cam-
pus that a member of the state
or city police might well have
been the unknown inspector, but
both agencies firmly denied that
he was one of their men.
I
Coming into the last day of the
campaign, 70% of the students
had been canvassed.
NOV. 16 — The Senate tonight
approved a new penalty to be
used "at the discretion of the
Medusa", to be called Restric-
tion, according to the resolution
of Senate Committee Chairman,
William Chapin, ''65.
Restriction was defined as falling
between Admonition and Censure,
and having all the characteristics
of Censure except that the student's
name will not be published, and
it will not appear on his record.
Also, the Senate ruled, two re-
strictions would lead to Censure
I Psychology Club Talk
|Negro Lags Due to Childhood
by Rpbert Rwuiquist
Mrs. George C. Higgins told the
Pyschology Club Thursday that
there are no innate differences
between Negro and white intelli-
gence, but that in early childhood
Negro children typically lag in
the development of intelligence
and cannot later catch up.
Awarded a Bachelor's Degree
from Vassar in child care, Mrs.
Higgins is now doing graduate
work at the University of Roch-
ester. She is the wife of Dr.
Function Of Modern Clergy
Topic Of Sunday Gathering
A Conference on "The Role of
the Ministry In the Twentieth Cen-
tury" will be held In McCook
Auditorium on Sunday, December
6, from 12:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Addressing the gathering will be
Dr. Hobart Mowrer, Research
Psychologist at the University of
Illinois, at 1 p.m., Professor Har-
vey Cox, Andover Newton The-
ological School, at 3 p.m., and
Chaplain William Coffin, Yale Uni-
versity, at 6:45 p.m. All students
are Invited to these three lectures.
^The conference, which alms to
"stimulate young men of courage
and competence into considering
a career in the Ministry," is
sponsored by The Booth Ferris
National Ministerial Recruitment
Program.
The majority of those attending
will be students from colleges in
Connecticut, Rhode Island, and
western Massachusetts interested
in doing graduate work in the-
ology.
Chaplain Coffin, main speaker
of the conference, is best known
as the Freedom Riding chaplain
who traveled throughout the South
denouncing southern clergy for
not backing the Negro movement.
The nephew of the noted Protest-
ant theologian, Henry Sloan Coffin,
the Yale chaplain also serves as a
member of the Peace Corps Ad-
visory Council.
George C. Higgins, assistant pro-
fessor of psychology at Trinity.
She gave poor childhood environ-
ment as the primary reason for
the Negroes' early lag In I.Q.
She added, "As far as I am con-
cerned, intelligience Is not cul-
ture - or experience-free."
White children, she said, have
more educational advantages, es-
pecially In the home, than do
children in colored families, who
are, on the average, poorer and
have the added pressure of being
a minority group.
"Initially, the Negro may seem
to be at an advantage," she said,
due to the child's chance to see
more people and things In his
crowded surroundings.
• Later In childhood, though, the
white child (on the average, higher-
class) has the advantage, due to
a greater chance to explore his
surroundings, more realistic dis-
cipline (not merely physical dis-
cipline), and greater interaction
with parents.
She thought nursery schools could
play a great part in providing early
educational opportunities •• not
available in the home.
Questioning forced Integration In
schools, she said, "I think we just
make matters worse by throwing
them (the Negro children) into
schools in which they are intel-
lectually unable to progress."
She added that, in many cases,
students in integrated schools are
separated Into ability groups, the
Negro children ending up in the
lower group, thus being segregated
anyway.
Mrs. Higgins said, also, that
intelligence tests may not be a
true indication of ability. Most
of the things tested, she said,
are "those which are developed
most highly In whites." She ex-
plained that the tests are largely
verbal and the Negroes do better
on visually presented Items than
on the verbal.
and not expulsion.
Loss ol the unexcused cut allot-
ment and loss of privilege to
participate in extra-curricular
activities are the principal parts
of this new penalty which generally
will last for one term.
Senator David Bremer, '66, pre-
sented a report on the J.A."-sys-
tem saying that no J.A. should be
responsible for more than seven
freshmen, and that in Jarvls all
J.A.'s should live in the same
entry as their advisees, preferably
on the second floor.
The Senate also heard President
Riess Potterveld call for monthly
open meetings at which President
Jacobs and other administrators
would speak on college policy, en-
abling students to be made more
fully aware of the reasons for
policy decisions. The measure was
past with no dissenting votes and
only four abstentions.
Finally, Senator Mike Somma re-
ported on the problem of young
children trespassing on the cam-
pus, saying that the college is re-
sponsible and liable for them when
they are on Hie- campus. Senator
Somma presented a motion that the
Senate support the work of a Col-
lege committee on the subject
under Mr. Bridge. It was passed
24-2.
Booters Garnet Sampson Cup;
Rated As Best In New England
NOV. 22 - - Trinity's varsity
soccer team this afternoon re-
ceived the James M. Sampson
Championship Trophy, symbolic
of supremacy In the New England
Intercollegiate Soccer League.
Coach Roy Dath accepted the
30th annual award, at the Harvard
Club In Cambridge. Trinity last
won the trophy In 1956. .
The Bantams, who finished the
regular season with an 8-lrecord,
were awarded the trophy on the
basis of their won-lost percentage.
Dartmouth, Trln's opponent in
this afternoon's first round N.C.
A. A. championship game, finished
in a tie for third place with a
record of seven wins and three
losses.
Bridgeport University, which, a-
long with Trinity and Dartmouth,
received a New England bid to
the tournament, finished fourth
in the Sampson Cup ratings.
Last year, the Bantams finished
witl? a 7-1-1 record, were fourth
in the Sampson Cup rating and did
not receive a bid to the N.C.A.A.
tournament. This year, their
record -was 8-1. Thus, the dif-
ference between a win and tie
decided the difference between a
number four rating one year and
a number one rating the next.
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During the Thanksgiving recess
the1 College library will be open
Wednesday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Friday and Saturday from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Sun-
day from 2:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
The library will be closed on
Thursday and will resume reg-
ular hours on Monday. The Wat-
kinson Library will be closed
Thursday to Sunday.
by David Rebmann
Tuesday evening the Christian
Association sponsored a traveling
drama group from the Union Theo-
logical Seminary in a presentation
of Edward Albee's "The Zoo
Story."
In the discussion that followed
the performance, Tom Stribling,
who did a clever and powerful
interpretation of Jerry, was unable
to give a definite "reason" why
this particular play was chosen
by a religious group, but assured
the audience that the values that
Jerry imparted to the puerile mind
of Peter were positive values.
Stribling also thought that the
play stressed the difficulty of com-
munication in modern society and
that the reaction of Peter was
the reaction of a man forced into
awareness through finally having
communicated with someone.
George Hiltner III played Peter
©/ o
(We'd rather you wouldn't)
Of course, a lot of people do pour beer down the side of
the glass. They say it keeps the head down.
It sure does. And we think that's a shame.
Maybe it sounds silly, but we spend more dollars on
just the bubbles than any other brewery in America. In-
stead of pumping them in mechanically,, we let Budweiser
create its own bubbles with our exclusive Beechwood Age-
ing and natural carbonation. It takes a lot longer to do
it this way. But it's worth it.
When those bubbles get together at the top of your
glass you've got a better head, a cleaner taste, a smoother,
more drinkable beer. Budweiser even smells better (really
. . . just take a sniff next time you pour).
So let that Budweiser fall right down the center of
your glass. Let it splash around and froth and foam. We
went to a whale of a lot of trouble brewing the finest beer
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as a sort of prissy prune. He
justified the fact that Peter didn't
get up and leave when Jerry first
spoke to him in two ways: either
Peter was afraid of provoking an
attack by Jerry if he tried to
leave, or else Peter was a gre-
garious and friendly man who was
smilingly willing to listen to any-
one's troubles. In general, he con-
sidered • Peter to be a negative
character, nice, but a little docile
and embued with too many be-
nighted and bourgeois conceptions
of life.
The actors' interpretations of
their roles rang somewhat hollow.
If Jerry was a saint or martyr
for enlightened humanity how is
it that he could not communicate
with people or animals, could not
form successful business or social
relationships, and finally despair-
ed of his life and killed himself?
And if Peter was such a back-
ward and negative sort of person
why is it that he had successfully
dealt with existence to the extent
that he had become educated,
married, a success in business,
and was willing to listen to and
help a perfect stranger in the park?
The contradiction lies in the fact
that the actors' opinions are based
on traditional interpretations of
characters. Traditionally, thepro-
leterian, uneducated, slightly in-
sane underdog is the positive and
good character--the seer or saint.
And also, traditionally, the bour-
geois, middle class man-in-the-
gray-flannel-suit is ignorant of the
true meaning of life and needs to
be reformed. What Albee has done
is to switch these roles so that
the character who would normally
gain our sympathy becomes the
antagonist and the character who
would normally repel us becomes
the protagonist.
Albee has structured this parody
of traditional values on a seduc-
tion. Peter Is both physically and
mentally seduced into an immoral
world by an immoral act. He is
seduced by a homosexual and
mental deviant. In this interpreta-
tion Peter becomes innocence and
Jerry becomes experience.
The physical seduction develops
from introduction through court-
ship and ends in the impregna-
tion (with a knife) of the seducer
and the violation of the morals
of the innocent. The courtship fol-
lows the basic ritual of seduc-
tion which is as follows: gain the
attention of the victim through
curiosity ("I've been to the Zoo.");
then keep the attention of the
victim riveted to one subject (sex)
through intense monologue; tell
stories that give examples that
justify the kind of act the victim
is to be seduced into (seduction
of the dog, attempt to kill the
dog); be inscrutable, mysterious;
and deride the victim's present
morality as misinformed and out
of date.
Along with this mental prepara-
tion practice physical preparation
(or stimulation): push victim; sit
or stand very close to him; tickle
him; become violent as if he has
offended you (pushing Peter off
bench, calling him vegetable);
coyly forgive and touch gently.
The climax should be abrupt, un-
expected, and sudden, while the
victim is in a stupored state.
This physical seduction very
neatly parallels and structures
Peter's moral seduction. Peter
considered himself a very moral
man until, figuratively, the cock
crowed and he was aware that
he had betrayed his Christian
Ethics. In his awareness he sym-
bolically repents (Oh my God....)
He repents having been forced
into an immoral act by a person*
who thought he had known love
only once (when he was twelve
and then it was h-o-m-o-
s-e-x-u-a-l relationship (not with
the caretaker's daughter but with
the park attendant's son.) He re-
pents having been seduced by a
£ Criticism
person who thinks heterosexual
love is a substitute for adolescent
fancies about love; who ex-
periences heterosexual love only
once apiece with "the little ladies;"
who denies physical love to his
whiskey-breathed, "hot-crotched"
landlady and refers her to fan-
tasies; who tries to establish a
relationship of love with a dog
at the same time he is trying
to kill it; and then who finally
tries to seduce a man into loving
him by forcing that man to kill
him.
Mr, Stribling, there is a Christian
Message to this play, IF one re-
calls that suicide is an act of
despair and that to despair, for a
Christian, is a mortal sin. There-
fore, Jerry is damned and his
society and mores with him; in-
nocence and the first Pope (the
nearest man can come to a Christ
figure) have been sustained.
THE ZOO STORY was
brought to Trinity under the
auspices of the Christian As-
sociation, headed by the Rev,
Mr. Richard Albin, the Greater
Hartford Campus Minister.
Two hundred and fifty stu-
dents and others attended and
one hundred, stayed for the




If you need to be certain that that certain Miss will show up to
make that upcoming ring-a-ding weekend complete . . . promise her
anything but put her up at Hotel America.
She'll love'luxuriating in her beautifully appointed room. . . and
she'll love the special student rates: $8.00 single, $6.50 per person
double, $5.50 per person triple. And when things are quiet on
campus, you'll both like living it up in our plushy Rib Room or
modestly brunching at the Tivoli Coffee House. There's plenty of
free parking in our giant underground garage.
For reservations . . . just phone 278-2000.
HOTEL AMERICA
Constitution Plaza • Hartford
HOTEL CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Silvestri, Eakins Picnic Gayly;
'Waiter' Serves Poor Fare
by Douglas Oiislunaii
Friday and Saturday night saw
the first major production of the
Jesters for this year and the last
before moving Into their new
quarters. It was a strange evening
of both the very good and bad.
The first play, PICNIC ON THE
BATTLEFIELD, by Arrabal was
the better written of the two plays,
but the acting was extremely
mixed. Mllli Silvestri and William
j . Eakins both did outstanding
work, but the rest of the cast
only served to heighten the per-
formances of Silvestri and Eakins.
Alan Kramer and Peter Alsop
both showed their inexperience,
but I think they have ability and
could improve.
But for this performance, Mme.
and M. Tepan made the play. They
were very life-like, in a very
unlife-like situation, of the two
remaining performers, Michael
Williams showed some signs of
ability, but like John Thibodeau,
not enough was seen to make a
fair judgment.
THE DUMB WAITER, by HAR-
OLD PINTER, in contrast to this
Critic Pans 'Potatoes3 Film
Lacks Order Conviction
by Joseph Ornato
Tender, moving, courageous --
these words have been used to
describe ONE POTATO, TWO PO-
TATO. And it is all three. But
only if we redefine "tender" as
childish," "moving" as "ludi-
crous," and "courageous" as "hav-
ing to do with interracial mar-
riage."
On the grounds that he must
think of the child's welfare, a
judge rules that a young girl is
to be removed from her home,
which he himself describes as
seeming to provide everything a
child could need, and given into
the custody of her obviously ir-
responsible and malignant father,
because the girl's stepfather is
colored. If the movie were trying
to bring out the injustice of such
a decision, and attribute it to the
bigotry of the law court, then
there might be some justification
for the ruling, if only to arouse
the audience against the court's
prejudice.
But this is hardly supported by
the rest of the movie. Instead,
the viewer is supposed to be re-
volted by the social conditions
which make it necessary for the
judge, who appears very sincere
in his concern to make the right
decision, to remove the girl from
her seeming ideal environment.
But, by any standards, the judge
makes the wrong choice, an ill-
ogical and detrimental decision
in view of the situation as it is
Survey o • e
(Continued from Page 5)
Ban Swander, groups were given
pretty much what they requested.
The Pipes and Drums requested
their budget be cut from $300 to
$100 and the Band made special
arrangements to spend part of its
allocation to buy equipment last
spring which lowered its budget
for this year. '
Swander also mentioned that both
the Young Democrats and the Young
Republicans had inquired about
allocations but were turned down
on the grounds that the Senate
did not think that it was auth-
orized to support any political
party. The Political Forum was
not judged to be in this category.
The above figures may give us
some indication of the value that
the Senate puts on various extra-
curricular activities. This, of
course, does not preclude any
further judgment by other groups
or individuals, but the Senate is
supposed to be the representative
group of the student body.
One final point should be made
about this survey. It would be a
major project to try to determine
exactly how many students actu-
ally do participate in extra-cur-
ricular activities* and how many
of the 1080 members (or 665
active members) are actually du-
plicates.
However, another article in this
section expresses various student
opinions and guesses about this
question.
It might be added that a booklet
distributed recently at a fund rals-
tag klckoff by the College stated
presented. It is impossible as the
evidence is stated in the movie
that the child's welfare is really
the main issue and that her new
home will provide a better en-
vironment in which to grow, even
if the alternative is living with
her mother and her negro hus-
band in a society that rejects
interracial marriages.
Perhaps the movie itself is dis-
claiming mixed marriages by
pointing out their traumatic ef-
fects. In terms of the develop-
ment and plot of the film, this
would seem to be the most rea-
sonable interpretation. But this
alone is a completely vacuous
theme, and there is certainly plenty
of evidence that the movie wants
to go beyond this and comment
on society's role in the personal
struggle. ONE POTATO, TWO PO-
tato is painfully and confusingly
loose in conviction and reasoning,
and the audience has an impos-
sible time trying to reconcile the
facts presented and the court's
decision.
Barbara Barrie, as the mother
fighting for the custody of her
daughter gives a passable per-
formance, which is even, at times,
poignant and creative. Bernie
Hamilton, as the negro husband,
is competent, though occasionally
he is forced to be embarrassing
and ludicrous. There Is nothing
new cinematographlcally, and the
movie has little to offer in any
other area also.
"some 48% of the upperclass stu-
dents belong to fraternities, and
about 90% participate in the acti-
vities of specialized student groups
interested in debating, drama, pol-
itics, journalism, radio, and mu-
sic."
CHAPEL
Wednesday, November 23, 7:30
a.m., Holy Communion in the Main
Chapel.
Thursday, November 26, Thanks-
giving, at 10:30 a.m. Holy Com-
munion in the Crypt Chapel.
Sunday, November 29, at 10:30
a.m. Holy Communion in the Crypt
Chapel.
Nofopoufos III
James A. Notopoulos, Hobart
Professor of Classical Languages,
has contracted tuberculosis and
will not be back on campus for
the rest of the school year, ac-
cording to Robert M. Vogel, dean
of the college.
Mr. Notopoulos is now staying at
the Gay lord Farms in Wallingford.
His classes are being taken this
semester by members of the
classical languages department




Trinity's Favorite Since '47
T22Q BROAD ST.
On© Block Below Vernon
showed all the actors, both of
them, very well, and they in turn
showed up the playwright. Richard
Smith and Elrich Endersby were
much the equals of William Eakins
and Milll Silvestri, but they were
extremely limited by the choice
of the play. The audience was going
to sleep, and they could not be
blamed. There was very little
action, and the loudest noise came
from the dumb waiter hitting bot-
tom. As a consequence, the au-
dience woke up to find the end
completely bewildering.
This, to me, is absurd theatre
when the audience can not even
understand the author's theme,
which, I guess, is the harshness
and Impersonality of God. Arra-
bal, on the other hand, made his
theme perfectly clear — the ab-
surdity of war. He is using the
theatre of the absurd for some-
thing more than a gimmick. His
was the better as well as the more
enjoyable play, but I am in no
way detracting from the outstand-
ing performances turned in by the
two actors of the second play. It
is too bad that their efforts were
wasted on a second-rate play.
S Y M M E T R Y
F R O M SIZ5
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What's On This Week-end
HARTFORD
Theatre
I>EATH OF A SALESMAN,
by Arthur Miller, per-
formed by the Hartford
Stage Company. Through
. -eemker 13.
THE ROOM, by Harold Pin-
aT, and also PROFESSOR
TAR ANNE, by A r t h u r
Ad'.imov, at the Image Play-
mox, at the Image Play-
house, November 27, 28,
and 29.
Music
HMS PINAFORE, the Gilbert








OTHELLO, with James Earl
Jonos, Julienne Marie, Mit-
chell Ryan, Betty Henritze;
at the Martinique Theatre.
CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, an
English Comedy Revue at
the Square East Cabaret.
DOCTOR FAUSTUS of Chris-





Verdi, with Peters, Peerce
and Merrill. At the Metro-
politan Opera House. No-
vember 27,, at 8 p.m.
Art
ALEXANDER CALDER EX-




I HAD A BALL. Buddy Hac-
kett plays a phoney fortune
teller in the new musical
which opens at the Forrest
on Wednesday.
READY WHEN YOU ARE,
C. B. Julie Harris in a new
comedy at the Walnut.
1. Check and mate. How about
another game?
I'd like to, Fred, but
I have to get set for
a job interview.
2. Let's act it out. Ill be
the boss. Try and sell me.
Okay.
3. "Good morning, Mr. Fishwick." 4. "]u$t give me the facts."
"Hi there, Freddie boy,
buddy, old pal."
"Well, sir, I took Quine's
course in mathematical
logic, got a B in
Wittgenstein's linguistic
analysis, and I'm a
bug on 16th-century
Flemish painting."
5. "You seem well rounded.
What's your major?"
"Musicology, cum laude.
But I'm getting my M.A.
in experimental psych."
6. "You're just the kind ofman we
need—a disciplined thinker who
can tie a lot or things together
and use logic to solve complex
business problems. The M.A.
helps, too. Systems engineering
or operations research work
at Equitable is for you."
Say, how'd you know
I'm interviewing
with Equitable?
For complete information about career opportunities at Equitable, see
your Placement Officer, or write to Edward D. McDougal, Manager,
Manpower Development Division.
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1S85 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019 © 1964
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See You There
Good Luck. At this point that's all
we can say to our top-flight soccer team
as it takes on the Green Men from Dart-
mouth on our field at 1:30 p.m. today.
Our 8-1 record and the fact that we re-
ceived the top bid from the N.C.A.A.
indicate that we do have a darn good
team.
It has taken two years for the team
finally to achieve the recognition they so
well deserve. And it is a testament to the
vitality and the spirit of these boys that
they have continued fighting as hard as
they can in spite of what has happened
on the campus. They haven't given up.
And we shouldn't either. Let's give them
our full support. See you there today.
Beans In Your Ears
Books, books
Grind, grind, blinking lights, time to go, run to tho Cave
cup of coffee, cup of coke,
good talk, good idea,
more blinking, another closing.
Why can't we stay here?
It's the Student Center the Student Snack Bar.
The Cave should be open until stu-
dents go to bed. Students don't go to bed
before 12 or 1, or 2 or 3. There's no place
for students to sit around, drink coffee,
get a good discussion going and keep it
going after 11. Many of us think better
at night, get our best ideas at night,
want to talk more at night, and want to
have a place where we can meet and talk
and sip coffee or soda.
The student Center has done a great
deal to provide needed facilities for the
student. We think it can serve in an-
other way those very many students
whose days extend long into the nights.
We ought to have a snack bar that closes
when we are ready to leave and one that
ready to
case of
demands we leave when it is
close. Besides, isn't it a
supply and demand?
We realize that there are many
problems in doing this, but they can be
overcome.
If you want to get down to eco-
nomics, we pay collectively over SjjlSO.OOO
a year in general fees. Certainly this en-
titles us to facilities which are geared to
the needs and the tempo of our lives.
Aren't we ?
We don't need complete snack bar
facilities. (You can still close the grill
at 10:15 p.m.). Just a place to meet that
will sell us coffee and maybe doughnuts
At least it's worth a try.
What's Wrong With Trinity II
Even though it is the season to be
jolly, our list of complaints of "what's
wrong with Trinity" we know is not
being received warmly by the jovial men
in the administrative workshop, but
nevertheless, v/e feel we've been handed
our bag of coal, so we shall continue.
We ought to make it clear that we
are saying until last our chastisement of
the primary culprits — the students —
who keep putting the liberal arts college
machine out of order. It is only normal,
and prqbably good psychology that we
try to examine all other possible causes
before admitting that it is we ourselves
who are at fault.
It is especially annoying to read in
the College Handbook and other college
publications that there are close student-
faculty relationships on this campus.
There is great emphasis put on the fact
that we are a small, predominantly resi-
dential community with numerous op-
portunities for student-faculty dialogues.
This is only half the truth because in
fact we only have a residential student
body but a commuting, and in many
ways a 9 to 5 faculty.
. ,' We believe that it is safe to .say
that there have been very definite
changes in the attitudes of the professor
and his role which may cause him to be-
come removed from the general college
community and to work exclusively with-
in-the framework of the classroom.
At Trinity, however, we also can
see that very definite physical factors
have hastened this process by causing
faculty to flee the immediate Trinity
area for a better way of living in the
suburbs.
By the very fact that they are phys-
ically removed from the campus, they
are bound to feel less directly involved
with the campus.
There are certain obvious factors
why the faculty flees the immediate col-
lege area for a place to live. We are
located in a middle-to-lower income level
community that is not the most pleasant
place to live in.
Also for faculty with children the
area is unattractive because the local
schools are not the highest quality.
In contrast to other schools that are
in the cities, Trinity has no faculty or
Deans or graduate students based with-
in the actual dormitories, so in effect,
there is a clear dichotomy between the
student and professor. The only time a
student meets the older scholar or would-
be scholar is in the classroom.
If one agrees with the problem and
that this problem exists, then at least
one solution appears obvious. The Col-
lege should consider taking the respon-
sibility of building or obtaining decent
apartments where faculty members who
enjoy such living could be housed com-
fortably and modestly.
And also the College should endeavor
to work out plans by which older men
could live among the student body,
whether they be graduate students, tu-
tors, or young faculty.
If we accept the Greek's definition of
the idiot as a privatized man, then we
must conclude that the U.S. citizenry is
now largely composed of idiots.






The President of your college,
who has been under constant at-
tack these past few weeks, is one
of a handful of men responsible
for creating the modern Trinity.
In order to broaden your perspec-
tive I should like to make brief
reference to the recent past.
Trinity was barely able to make
ends meet during the depression
years of the thirties, and survived
during the early forties only be-
cause of the assignment of a V-12
unit to the campus. The College
was reorganized and revitalized
following the war years under the
superb direction of G. Keith Fun-
ston, one of the Trustees who
concurred in the liquor decision.
Dr. Jacobs has carried on splen-
didly since the resignation of Pres-
ident Funston. The Trinity picture
has improved immeasurably these
past few years, particularly in
such areas as faculty salaries,
library services, scholarship as-
sistance, and physical plant. You
will better appreciate the dimen-
sions of Dr. Jacob's leadership if
you bear in mind the fact that the
average age of the Trinity alumnus
Is only 33, and it is to these
graduates that the college must
look for financial support. Although
Trinity has never enjoyed the fi-
nancial resources available at our
three most affluent sister colleges,
it is a fact that we have lengthened
the academic and financial distance
between ourselves and several
other fine schools with whom we
were ranked only a decade ago.
Trinity's qualitative growth is a
testament to the capability and
dedication of President Jacobs,
who is rightfully regarded within
the academic community as one
of the country's outstanding col-
lege presidents.
In summary, the modern Trinity
is in large measure the creation
of a small group of dedicated men,
e.g., Clement, Hallden, Funston,
Jacobs, Holland, etc. The collec-
tive decision to ban liquor was
made by a group of trustees and
administrators who have given
everything that they have to this
school.
Therefore, Frosh, the next time
the "Manischewitz Marchers"
stomp the lawn in front of the
President's home, keep the com-
plete picture in mind. You will
notice that many of the most voci-
ferous of these pseudo-sophisti-
cates are the very ones who sat
in sour silence this fall while
Blocksidge and Wrzosek were be-
ing pummeled on the playing fields,
and you may be assured that the
same declaimers will be in their
cozy rooms this winter while
Landes and Hourihan are playing
their hearts out down at the field-
house.
Perhaps before your class grad-
uates we will read about a dif-
ferent type of "rally" held on
Vernon Street.
WAYNE W. LOVELAND, 1951
If All Were Evil
But one
TO THE EDITOR:
The criticisms of my articles
by Dr. Cherbonnier and Richard
Goodwin, both of whose letters
appeared in the Tripod recently,
seem to b e these: 1) that good-
ness cannot be defined as an in-
dividual matter for the Christian,
and 2) that I am not a Christian.
As for the first, It is claimed
that goodness can only be defined
in terms of the strength of bro-
therhood in society. Dr. Cher -
bonnier quotes St. Paul: "We are
members one of another." The
conservative as Christian does
not disagree with this. He finds
the brotherhood of all a desire-
able goal, but he emphasizes that
it cannot be forced; if it is forced,
it is not brotherhood but rather
a group of men held together by
power. Hence, the individual must
CHOOSE to love his neighbor.
For the government to force this
decision only produces the facade
of brotherhood - - not brotherhood
itself.
Furthermore, the fact that good-
ness is thought to be very much
an individual matter is amply dem-
onstrated by focusing upon the
salesmanship of the church. I do
not see how it could be more
than obvious that the church con-
cerns itself with the salvation of
souls, and souls are found In
individuals.
Dr. Cherbonnier interprets St.
Paul as saying that we all hang
together or we all hang separately.
"Christian goodness," the Pro -
fessor says, "is achieved jointly
or not all." I would like to point
out that that is closer to a prac-
tical strategy of Ben Franklin
than a warning about the meaning
of salvation by St. Paul. This
brings us to an interesting ques-
tion: if everyone in a society
were evil except one person, would
God condemn that one person too
and deny him salvation on the basis
that there was not enough "love"
in the society? I don't think St.
Paul's God would.
Let me now turn to the second
criticism: namely, that I am not
a Christian. In my last article
it might be recalled that I de-
fined both conservative as Chris-
tian and conservative as atheist.
My critics seized upon the first
definition and attempted to,judge
my previous articles by Christian
standards. Most assuredly my
articles do not measure well by
Christian standards for I am in the
grouping of conservative as athe
1st. Having never in the least
suggested that I was a Christian
and assuming my critics to be
intelligent people, I can only infer
that they are guilty either of
blind presumption or of building
straw men.
THOMAS AUXTER '67
To Sustain H im In
A Position
TO THE EDITOR:
It is unfortunate that you equate
the Parents' vote of confidence
for the college with a lack of
confidence in our sons. The reason
for the vote (which was almost
unanimous) was quite simple and
carried none of the implications
that you attributed to it.
Connecticut law severely re-
stricts the drinking activities of
minors, and whether we felt that
the law was good or bad, nearly
all of us agreed that we owed
the college and Dr. Jacobs a
vote of confidence to sustain him
in a position that obviously would
be unpopular, but one which had
to be made if Trinity were to
retain her place as a member
of a law abiding society.
You are wasting your breath ven-
ting your wrath on the parents,
on Dr. Jacobs, or on Trinity Col-
lege. None of us has the authority
to grant you the privilege to drink
without an aura of hypocrisy in
the state of Connecticut.
If you must convince someone
that college students are mature
enough to handle alcohol, then
your target should be the legis-
lature and the people of the state
of Connecticut and persuade them
to lower the drinking age to 18.
Do we have more mature college
students in New York State?
NEW YORK FATHEF





According to a recent TRIPOD
survey, attitudes towards extra-
curricular activities on the Trin-
ity campus range from "Gung-Ho!"
to "Oh, no!" Just about any stu-
dent will give you a piece o£ his
mind when you raise this question,
but opinions and estimates are as
distant as North Campus and South
Campus or St. A's and St. Elmo's.
Although everyone seemed to have
something significant to say, one
fellow summed up the apathetic
point of view with these words:
"As far as I am concerned, every-
body who participates in extra-
curricular activities is a turkey!"
Regardless of the value of this
comment not too many were simi-
lar to it. One student when asked
what he thought of extra-curricular
activities at Trinity launched Into
a fairly long dissertation on the
benefits and favorable results to
be secured from outside activities,
especially those off campus.
Another student, a sophomore,
who considered himself more-or-
less apathetic (he wasn't sure)
said that he blamed his apathy
on the lack of enthusiasm on the
part of the groups to make them-
selves known.
With regard to the effect of frat-
ernities on student participation,
there seemed to be a difference
of opinion in those Interviewed.
One thought that some houses by
their very attitude discouraged or
encouraged participation.
Another student went so far as
to imply that some houses out-
rightly discourage participation
outside the fraternity. Most of
those interviewed, however, gen-
erally disagreed with this view.
The concensus was that fraternity
effect on extracurricular partici-
pation in activities by students
was dependent on the nature of the
individual house.
Extremely radical and extremely
conservative estimates clashed
head-on when it came to statistics.
Student guesses at the number of
students Involved in extra-curri-
cular activities ranged from the
absurd ("oh, two, maybe") to the
ridiculous ("I'd say about 900").
Most interviewees found a middle
ground inside these estimates.
However, their guesses did not
seem to cluster around any one
figure.
When asked the purely subjective
question "How many students do
you believe benefit from the extra-
curricular program?" most esti-
mates dipped down to 60% or less
of the estimate of how many par-
ticipated.
One student who is himself doing
a paper on college student values,
expressed his concern for extra-
curricular life at Trinity. He stated
that more of the extra-curricular
programs ought to be related to in-
class subject matter.
The practical application of the
intellectual experience outside the
classroom he placed high on his
value scale for extra-curricular
Involvement. He emphasized, how-
ever, that social activities should
not be shoved Into the background.
This student pointed out that so-
cial life at Trinity is not con-
gruent with the Intellectual atmos-
phere which should pervade a col-
lege campus. He stressed that
Trinity weekends are not well
planned and not well-based. In
fact, he said that in his estimation,
the drinking ban was one of the
best moves made recently by the
College.
Expanding on this point, he ex-
plained that now the campus will
have to find other bases for enter-
tainment and for recreation. Yale
and Dartmouth, he pointed out,
do not have to worry about drinking,
because they have other ideas fdr
what to do with a college week-
end,
He declared regretfully that there
are no "College Weekends" at
Trinity as there are at other
colleges, because after the dance
on Friday night there Is nothing
planned on an all-campus level
for the rest of the weekend.
One senior expressed his sen-
timents about extracurricular ac-
tivities in few words: "I think
they're fine, as long as you really
enjoy them and are getting some-
thing out of them. They should
not be a means to an end as such,
or an end in themselves."
He confessed that in the middle
of his junior year he found him-
self In a number of activities In
which he was not actually inter-
ested.
The question of intellectual pur-
suits outside the classroom
brought varying responses. Some
said the lectures offered were not
very good. Some seemed to think
that the lectures were excellent
but that many times students were
forced to miss lectures in order
to study for hour tests.
Others blamed student apathy for
the lack of extracurricular intel-
lectualism, and claimed that those
who want to extend their intel-
lectual pursuits outside assigned
curricula do so on their own. One
student pointed out that the crux
of the matter is whether or not
Trinity can provide an atmosphere
conducive to this type of activity.
The place of extra-curricular
activities in a liberal arts edu-
cation seemed to be a meeting
ground for common thought. All
those Interviewed agreed that the
two are definitely connected and
that extra-curricular activities
provide not only diversion from
academics but also an extension
of them into practical application,
which Is ultimately the goal of
a liberal education.
•:£:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•£
Thi- following; list ,,f organizations
and clubs at Trinity ix suPBli^U l>>
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Active in 35 Clubs
by David Downes
Forty-six clubs and organizations
on campus were recently ques-
tioned tby the TRIPOD about their
memberships. Only 35 of the ques-
tionnaires sent out got back Into
TRiPOD hands, and this may be
interpreted in itself as some in-
dication of activities at Trinity.
This survey showed that the 35
organizations that replied collect-
ively have 1080 members, some of
whom obviously belong to more
than one group. (There are 1034
registered students). However,
when asked how many "active"
members (members who partici-
pate In more than half of the
group's activities) the collective
iepiy was eea. Again many stu-
dents belong to more than one
group.
The following table shows a
breakdown of these figures:
SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
(Campus Chest, WRTC-FM, Ma-
ther Hall Bqard, Intramural
Board, Chapel Vestry, Chapel
Cabinet, Lay Readers, Interna-
tional Students Organization.








(Young Democrats, Young Re-









Singing (Glee Club, Trinidads,
Folkslngers, Pipes, Travelers.
Choir did not reply)
Members 102
Active 91
Other (Chamber Players. Pipes
Intellectually Speaking, What Is
The Role of Extra-Currlculars?
The folloiving is taken from the text
of a speech given this fall by Professor
William E. Kennick of Amherst's Depart-
ment of Philosophy. It was printed original-
ly in its entirety in the October 15, 1964,
issue of the Araherst Student, that school's
student semi-weekly newspaper.
We like to think of Amherst as a first-rate
liberal arts college, and we do not mind com-
paring ourselves favorably to the best such col-
leges in the -world. But by what criterion shall
we assess the relative merits of liberal arts
colleges? How can we tell that one is better than
another? Not, I should argue, by the number of
millionaires and eminent men of affairs among
a college's alumni; nor by the number of its
graduates who enter the professions; nor even
simply by the excellence of its faculty and the
courses they offer. Rather, it Is by the quality
of the Intellectual life led by Its alumni, trace-
able to the college's shaping Influence.
We have heard it said that the aim of a liberal
education. is to help a man become all that he
Is capable of becoming'. Without important qual-
ifications as to the potentialities in question,
this simply will not do.
The Intellectual life requires discipline: dis-
cipline of reading, thinking, looking, listening,
feeling, responding; and academic achievements
is, or ought to be, a measure of one's achieve-
ments of these disciplines. But a discipline
acquired and not used is worthless. . . .
But, however important these skills may be,
their attainment is not the object of liberal
education. And the same Is true, by parity of
reasoning, for the skills of the lawyer, the
surgeon, the business executive, the professional
writer or painter, and the teacher. Liberal
education, in short, Is not professional education
of any kind; nor", «xcep,t Incidentally, Is it pre-
professlonal education "of any kind. Its aim; Is
the development of intellectual capacities and
sensibilities, to help a man become all that be
is Intellectually capable of becoming.
Is education a preparation for life? The question
is fatuous, but to those who Insist on an answer
to it I say that liberal education is a preparation
for the Intellectual life. By which, again, I do not
mean that It is a preparation for the life of a
professional Intellectual except Incidentally.
Paradoxical as it may sound, professional In-
tellectuals - people who earn their livelihood as
writers, artists, scientists, teachers, and so on-
are sometimes among the least of Intellectual
men. The quality of life at which liberal education
alms - that complex amalgam of wonder and
analysis, contemplation and criticism, imagin-
ation and Irony, and sensitivity to the unobvlous
meanings of things - is not fhe prerogative of
any profession or caste; it is the birthright of
all who are capable of enduring Its pains and of
enjoying Its precious rewards.
But the acquisition of those habits of mind
requisite for the permanent possession of this
life (as opposed to the casual enjoyment or
cynical but expedient affectation of It for four
years) Is not simply a function of one's ful-
fillment of academic requirements: of grades
earned, courses taken, examinations passed, and
the rest. These things are Important, and not
only as "status symbols" or as keys to preferred
professions and professional s choo l s . . .















Club, Economics, Psych, Span-




Neither the Jesters nor theAth-
eneum replied)
These figures do not give the
whole picture for a number of
reasons. First, they are not com-
plete because 11 groups failed
to reply; second. In some cases
groups do not keep accurate mem-
bership records and their figures
are only estimates; and tnird,
special situations warrent explan-
ation:
The Campus Chest has 158 mem-
bers who are all active, but this
activity ranges from a few hours
for some to many hours and days
for others. In addition, the Camp-
us Chest is unique In that for all
Intents and purposes it functions
for only one month.
The Newman Club reports that
it has 166 members, 30 of whom
are active and 15 of whom are
"hangers on." Obviously, they must
have some members who do not
participate In any of the Club's
activities.
The Economics and Psychology
Clubs have no regular member-
ship, although those attending the
lectures which they sponsor are
actually their memberships.
Percentage-wise, our figures
show that both student government
and, non-singing musical groups-
have 100% active memberships
according to their own reports.
Likewise, musical singing groups
have 89% active, Academic Ex-
tension groups have 84% active,
Political Organizations have 72%
active, Outdoors Groups have 70%
active, Service Groups have 63%
active, and Religious Groups have
28% active. (It should be noted
that disregarding the Newmani
Club, religious groups have 58%
active)
This says little or nothing about
the value of extra-curricular acti-
vities. To judge this we will turn to
the Senate. Here funds are allo-
cated on recommendation of the
Senate Budget Committee to var-
ious Senate "sponsored" organisa-
tions. The following is the Senate'



















































































"Contains $50 from Senate Reserve
Fund as progress awa,rd for last
Certain qualifications are again
necessary. According to Senator
(Continued on Page 3)
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Placement
Wednesday, December 2





University of Chicago Law
School
Monday, December 7
New York University Graduate
Division of Arts and Sciences
Tuesday, December 8
University of Pennsylvania Law
School
See Placement Secretary for
appointments
U. S. Coast Guard OCS will be
in the Lobby of Mather Hall Wed-
nesday, December 2.





35 Asylum St., Hartford
THE ALL NEW
WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England
Serving Trinity Students For 20 Years
ORANGE JUICE









1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
2. HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKEN 1,55
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS .95
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY 1.55
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF or HAM SANDWICH 1.25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55
FOR 75c MORI—SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, PESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK
Anthony Hecht read a selection of
his poems to a Wean Lounge audi-
ence Tuesday evening, November
17.
In "A Hill" Mr. Hecht tells of a •
vision he had in an Italian flea-
market. The vision is of a hill
he had known in his childhood which
reflects a wish to return to early
innocence, an oft repeated theme in
his poems.
Mr. Hecht then read a poem of
both religious and secular signi-
ficance--"The Man Who Married
Magdelene." This poem, Mr. Hecht
explained, revealed "a husband's
bitterness at the loss of any sense
of ordinance, as well as his anger
for an unfaithful wife."
After he read "More Light, More
Light" he described it as a taxing
poem relating a renaissance ex-
ecution in England and an execu-
tion outside of Buchenwald. The
poem reflected man's inhumanity
to man, which Mr. Hecht frequent-
ly deals w.'th in his poetry.
Mr. Hecht concluded with "The
Dover Bitch" a parody on the title














Professors Edwin P. Nye and
August E. Sapega of the College's
Engineering Department attended
a four-day conference at Col-
umbia's Arden House campus in
New York City which explored
"educational needs spanning the
next century and the vital role to
be played by the scientist-
engineer."
The conference conducted from
October 25th to 28th was sponsored
by Columbia's School of Engineer-
ing and Applied Science in honor
of the school's 100th Anniversary.
Trinity is associated with this
school in the Combined Plan Pro-
gram which permits a student
to receive three years of study
at an associated liberal arts col-
lege, such as Trinity, and then
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"Sure I use 'Chap Stick' during the hockey sea-
son," says the Detroit Red Wing star. "With my
lips exposed to that ice and cold, it's a must!
But after the season, 'Chap Stick1 doesn't get put
aside. It's just as necessary during the summer.
When I'm on my boat, the hot sun is rough on my
lips—burns them up, dries them out. 'Chap Stick'
. helps soothe and heal them fast!"
The lip balm selected
ijjj for use by the
yli U.S. Olympic Team.
:/
DON'T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUN-WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH 'CHAP STICK'
'CHAP STICK' IS BEG. TM ©\9H MORION MFG. CORP,, urNCH»UBG, VA.
.M 90 IJ«m
A MATTER OF PRIDE
For ninety years young men have looked to
Rogers Peet for clothing and furnishings
that reflect their own good taste... knowing
the Rogers Peet label to be an important
guarantee of lasting workmanship and the
finest materials available.
27O Constitution Plaza a Phone 249-1361
Also Boston, New York and
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A.D. Takes Tennis Crown; No Trinity Delegate to Dean, Local Teens Probing
Phi-Psi, SN Game Disputed ?l^lll?ni^nif^ Hartford Drinking Problem
With the victory of Alpha Delta
Phi, the American League pen-
nant winner, 'over Phi Kappa Psi,
the intramural fall tennis season
came to a close; however, touch
football will have to wait until
next Spring to determine the col-
lege champs.
The playoff game between Sigma
Nu and Phi Psi, apparently won by
the National league's Sigma Nu
7-6, must be replayed. Phi Psi
the American League pace setters
protested the game to the Intra-
mural sport's council which ruled
in their favor.
Early in that game, Phi Psi
kicked-off to Sigma Nu who per-
Footba l l . . .
( Continued from Pg. 8 )
MacBey, Dave Ward, and Ron
Smith were the other Trinmen
to reach pay-dirt, and Mike Cur-
cio caught a pass for the only
successful two-point play of the
year.
AS A TEAM, Trinity's total of-
fense netted 1577 yards - - 481 in
the air and 1096 on the gound.
This is an average of 196 yards
per game as compared to our
opponents 255 (691 in the air and
1348 on land).
Trin quarterbacks completed 41
of 118 passes and had 12 inter-
cepted. The defense intercepted
11 enemy aerials, while allowing
58 of 118 to be completed. Only
in fumbles recovered was there
a bulge in Trin's column--16 to 4.
And what about the future? Trin
played most of the season with
a fist-full of sophomores (San-
ders, MacBey, Ward, Curcio, Nick
Edwards, and Bill Fox in the back-
field; Luther Terry, Howie
Wrzosek, Doug Jacobs, and Larry
Kessler on the line; and Smith,
John Galaty and Bob Miller on
the ends).
There were also a number of
juniors (Rissel, Joe Hourihan,
and Rich Carlson, Paul Brundage,
Van Igou, and Allen Cooper to
name a few) who gained Invaluable
experience this season.
It only seems fair, however, to
say that Wesleyan, Colby, Tufts,
and Williams were all operating
with a full staff of starting sopho-
mores and juniors.
The program for the Wesleyan
game listed Trin's won-lost record
as 6-1. Either a Middletown printer
bumbled, or perhaps the Wesman
have developed some sort of Time
Machine.
Thr xwitty ix to —
TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP
More and more Trinity
students are discovering
•.vhat a haircut expertly done
IH like, and once they find
out, they keep patronizing
Tony's Barber Shop indefi-
nitely.
Jo'.n the parade of satis-
fied customers, be sure to
visit this week -•
TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP
105 New Britain Avenue,
nesir Broad Street
1 "linute walk from
Field House
mitted the ball to roll untouched
into their end zone. Phi Psi re-
covered the pigskin and claimed
a touchdown under the onsides
kick rule. The referee declared
a touchback and Sigma Nu took
over from their twenty. Had the
score counted as the council ruled
it should have, Phi Psi would
have won 12-7.
The American League Intramural
races were almost as close. In
tennis, Alpha Delta Phi defeated
all opponents to gain an unde-
feated season, while runner-up
Jarvis could only muster a 4-2
record.
5.1 average, while Bob MacBey
was given the call 44 times, net-
ting 144 yards.
The Bantams, though shut-out
twice, did manage to score 89
points on 13 touchdowns and sev-
en extra points. Kolewe was the
individual scoring leader with five
TD's and six conversions for 39
points, while Sanders and Rissel
scored three and two touchdowns
respectively.
The 56th annual meeting of the
National Interfraternity Confer-
ence will be held in Cincinnati,
Ohio from December 3 to 5, to
discuss ways of strengthening the
college fraternity system.
Delegates from 60 member fra-
ternity groups, some 400 repre-
sentatives of undergraduate col-
legiate interfraternity councils,
plus college deans, student ad-
visors, prominent educators, and
business and professional leaders
active in fraternity administration,
will attend the meetings.
There will be no delegate from
Trinity as the agenda of the
meeting does not include any dis-
cussion that is important to the
Interfraternity Council or the fra-
ternity system in general here
at Trinity, according to Freder-
ick Prillaman '65, president of
the IFC and Dean of Students Roy
Heath.
Spanish Club Films
On Friday, December 4, the Span-
ish Club will present two per-
formances of the full length Span-
ish film, LAZARILLO, at 4:15
p.m. and at 8:00 p.m. in McCook
Auditorium.
The Hartford Area Study Com-
mittee on Teenage Drinking will
hold meetings December 2 and 9
probing the area's drinking sit-
uation.
Dr. Roy Heath, chairman of a
sub - committee of the H. A.
S. C. T. D., and Dean of Students,
will host the preliminary meeting
at his home on Vernon Street.
A group of 15 area teenagers will
informally discuss four basic
questions:
1) Is drinking a problem in Hart-
ford?
2) Are there specific Incidents
etc.) which encourage or dls-
would illustrate the problem?
3) Why do people drink?
4) What are the factors in the
community (church, school, home,
etc.) which encourage or dis-
courage drinking?
The committee will submit its
findings from the December 2
meeting at a formal meeting in
the Hartford Mayor's office on
December 9. Area officials and
educators will be present then to
hear and discuss the findings.
Ten area high schools and col-
leges including Trinity will each
select a student representative
for the committee.
Phone 247-4980 Phone 247-4980
RICO'S PIZZA
Famous For Our Pizzas and Grinders
We Deliver
HAMBURGERS, HOT DOGS, SODAS
HOURS: Open Mon. thru Thurs. 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Fri. and Sat. 9 A.M. to I I P.M.
Sunday 3 P.M. to 9 P.M.
168 HILLSIDE AVE. HARTFORD, CONN.
Ten Years at This Location
TAKE A LOOK AT TOMORROW!
FORD MOTOR COMPANY'S EXPERIMENTAL GAS TURBINE SUPERHIGHWAY TRUCK
ANTICIPATES THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY NETWORK OF THE 1970's.
A new era in trucking is almost here. When the 41,000-mile national highway network is completed it will be
possible for the first time to schedule coast to coast, big payload hauling. Ford Motor Company's answer to
the challenge is this experimental tractor-trailer combination. A tandem axle drive tractor, powered by
a 600 hp gas turbine engine permits a cruising speed of 70 miles per hour, a non-stop range of 600 miles.
Designed for long-distance, non-stop operation, the two-man cab includes sleeping facilities, fold-away table,
lavatory, toilet, oven, refrigerator and TV for the co-driver—with over 6'3" of headroom. Because of its
cruising speed, the truck will be compatible with the normal passenger car flowrate of traffic.
Other unique features are its odorless exhaust and extremely quiet operation.
Anticipating the opportunities and needs of the future is standard practice at Ford Motor Company.
That's why it's such an exciting place to work. Look to Ford Motor Cojnpany for a career with growth potential
and satisfaction—from pure science to manufacturing . . . marketing to labor relations.
THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH . . . MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
An equal ojijwrlunify employe
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Triii Plays Dartmouth At 1:30




This afternoori at 1:30, Trinity's
varsity soccer team meets the
Big Green of Dartmouth here,
in the first round of the N.C.A.A.
championship tournament.
The Bantams, who outshot their
regular-sea son opponents, 229-76,
and outscored them, 35-11, com-
piled a record of eight wins and
one loss to earn the number one
New England bid to the tournament.
Twenty of the thirty-five goals
came In the first four games as
the booters ran over MIT (3-0),
UMass (7-2), Tufts (3-1), and the
University of Hartford (7-1).
Center forward Bob Ochs, the
team's leading scorer, tallied eight
times in these first four games,
as ' eight other Bantams contri-
buted a total of twelve goals:
captain Dan Swander (3), Tom Sed-
don and Charlie Heckscher (2),
Mark Josephson, Craig Doerge,
Spiros Polemis, David Cantrell
and Vlk Sulkowski (1).
Rebounding from the' narrow de-
feat at Williamstown, the booters
tallied four times in the first
quarter and six times in the first
half as they crushed Union, 6-2.
Despite a 2-1 overtime victory
against Amherst, the Bantams'
hopes for a tournament bid reached
a nadir as they played their worst
game of the year in front of the
N.C.A.A. selection committee.
With a record of six wins and
one loss, Trln had to defeat both
Coast Guard and Wesley an in the
final contests of the regular sea-
son to receive a tournament bid.
Goals by Polemis and Swander
gave the Bantams a 2-1 halftime
-lead against the Cadets, but a
fourth quarter score by the Bears
forced the game into overtime.
.It was at this point that Ousman
SENIORS, Mark Josephson, Ousman Sallah, Dan Swander, Pete
Sturrock and Ed La2zerini are playing their final game for
Trinity as the Bantams prepare for the NCAA soccer tourna-
ment. (Lee photo I
Sallah began the stretch drive
which pulled out the last two games.
Moving up to the front line from
his defensive post, "Ous" slammed
home two scores within twenty-
seven seconds to give the Ban-
tams a close 4-2 victory.
In the final game of the season,
neither Trinity nor Wesleyan was
able to score in the first seventy-
three minutes of a tense defen-
sive struggle. For the second time
in as many games, Sallah left
the opposing defense bewildered
as he tallied twice to provide
the winning difference.
Now the Bantams have the long-
sought bid. What they do with it
is up to them.,.and Dartmouth.
For those of you who have been
hibernating this past week, we
should mention that the Trinity
soccer team has a game at 1:30
this afternoon against Dartmouth.
Something about an NCAA tourna-
ment.
The Big Green tied with Brown
for the Ivy League title as they
dropped a 3-2 decision to Penn-
sylvania on Saturday, while Brown
was taking the measure of Colum-
bia, 2-0. Dartmouth thus closed
out the season with a 7-3 mark.
The Indians were heavy favorites
to down their Ivy League rivals
and maintain undisputed posses-
sion of the Ivy crown. How this
loss will affect them psychologi-
cally, then, is a matter of con-
jecture.
WE ARE MORE inclined to feel,
however, that the Indians will look
upon today's encounter as a chance
to atone for Saturday's loss. They
have been a comeback team all
season, and figure to be even
stiffer competition after the de-
feat by Penn.
Dartmouth showed its ability to
bounce back in a late-season game
TRINITY FIVE LACKS HEIGHT,
STRESSES PRECISE SHOOTING
Coach Robie Shults and captain
Jim Belfiore look forward to a
successful nineteen-game varsity
basketball season, provided that
adequate rebounders can be found
to replace graduated John Fen-
rich and Barry Leghorn.
Shults, plagued by a lack of ex-
ceptional height, has installed a
continuity offense, replacing the
multiple-play patterns of Jay Mc-
Wllliams, to take advantage of
speed to set up more scoring
opportunities.
Returning from last year's team
which won fourteen of nineteen
games, are Belfiore, Dave Bre-
mer, Joe Hourihan, Marc Kadyk,



















































































Captain: James F. Belfiore
Manager: John Honiss
Rissel, Bill Schweitzer and —
perhaps - - Dan Swander. Moving
up from last year's freshman squad
are Don Overbeck, Mike Hickey
and Steve Eliot.
The scoring punch will be ex-
pected to come primarily from
Belfiore, who averaged nineteen
points a game last season, and
Overbeck, who holds freshman re-
cords in foul shooting percentage,
total points, average, and indi-
vidual high score. Rissel, who
gets off his shots very quickly,
will be substituted for both Bel-
fiore and Overbeck.
Mike Hickey and Joe Hourihan
will serve as playmakers on of-
fense and as defensive special-
ists. Hickey, who averaged 21
points a game as a freshman,
should also contribute to the team's
scoring power.
The Bantams will emphasize con-
ditioning with a fast break of-
fense and pressure defense, ball
handling and careful shooting. But
they must get the ball away from
the other team to win, and thus
will be counting heavily on the
rebounding of Bremer, Landes and
Morisse, and that of Belfiore and
Overbeck.
The Bantams' starting team bare-
ly averages six feet in height, and
in basketball that is a definite
problem. .
AT WESLEYAN . . . NOSTALGIA — Seated from left, Joe
Barnard, halfback; Diethard Kolewe, fullback; Merrill Yavinsky,
captain and quarterback; and Pete Oldershaw, guard. Stand-
ing from left, Henry Hopkins, end; Fred Prillaman, tackle; Phil
Parsons, guard; Rufus Blacksidge, center and Lou Huskins,
tackle.
with Cornell. Trailing 3-0 with
1:35 remaining in the third per-
iod, the Indians came roaringback
to cop a 4-3 overtime win. They
are billed as a strong defensive
club, having allowed 17 goals in
ten games. Larry Geiger, the Big
Green's goalie, has played every
minute of competition this season,
and had been credited with 220
saves prior to Saturday's game.
Dartmouth's leading scorer is
sophomore Bill Smoyer. The In-
dians compiled a total of 22 goals
in ten contests, as compared to
the 35 goals which the Bantams
racked up in only nine games,
THE BANTAMS are not at full
strength going into today's con-
test. Dan Swander's status is pro-
blematical, and Tom Seddon is
hobbled by an ankle Injury which
may keep him out of action en-
tirely. Dave Cantrell will replace
Sedden at the left wing, and Ted
Hutton will fill in for Swander
if he is needed.
The effect of these injuries is
diminished by the NCAA ruling
which forbids the use of more
than sixteen players in any single
tournament contest. Backing up
Roy Dath's starting eleven will
be forwards Craig Doerge and
Bob Golub, Hutton at halfback, and
either Ben Tribken or Pete Stur-
rock at fullback. Held in reserve
in the event of an injury to goalie
Bill Schweitzer will be either Ted
Bartlett or Nick Cotakis.
The winner of the Trinity-Dart-
mouth game will face the victor
of Monday's encounter between
Army and Cortland State.
IN GAMES already completed,
Michigan State downed Maryland,
1-0, and Bridgeport defeated Hart-
wick, 2-1. Both victories may be
regarded as slight upsets. In the
Atlantic Coast tournament Coast
Guard, 5-5 and beaten by Trinity
4-2 in regular-season play, took
top honors by edging Washington
and Lee, 1-0.
Today Dartmouth will invade
Trinity hungry for Bantam pelts.
There are 1700 seats waiting to
be filled by Bantam rooters, and
we urge everyone to be out there
at 1:30 when the referee's whistle
marks the beginning of the Ban-
tam booters' bid for glory.
| Just One of Those Things . . .
| So Chalk It Up to Experience




RB — Sallah (ST.)
LB - Clarke (Soph.)




OR — Josephson (Sr.)
IR — Polemis (Soph.)
cp _ O c h s ( J r - ;
1 L ~ Franklin (Soph.)
OL — Cantrell (Jr.)
by Mike Weinberg
Trinity College played eight foot-
ball games this fall. It lost seven
of them. Quite obviously, several
external elements played a major
role in this showing, but what were
they?
Number one was Lady Luck. No
fewer than five times, Trinity
was in scoring position when the
clock ran out. A score In each
one of these situations would have
drastically altered the complexion
of the game, and in three in-
stances, would have won it out-
right.
Then, too, one might have thought
we were running a shuttle ser-
vice to Hartford Hospital. Quarter-
back and captain Merrill Yavinski
broke his thumb in the second
quarter of the second game, and the
Trinity College record holder for
total yards passing in a single
season was lost Jor five games.
Van Igou flew to Canton, N.Y.,
with the team to play St. Law-
rence, but came home on crutches.
Sophomore speedster Tom Sanders
.was decked for the start of the
season, and powerhouse Bob Mac-
Bey spent the last few quarters
on the sidelines.
THE OFFENSIVE AND DE-
FENSIVE lines were thinned con-
siderably when Fred Prillaman
pulled up lame, and one could go
on and on enumerating the miles
of tape Rabbit had to use to keep
eleven men in playing condition.
But what about the schedule?
The season opened against Wil-
liams, a team which was to go
undefeated until its last game (and
unscored upon until its fourth con-
test). Needless to say, Trin was
blanked.
In our seventh game Trin met the
Sabrinas of Amherst - - the only
school to beat Williams, and the
first undefeated, untied squad for
the Lord Jeffs since 1949. In-,
cidently, Amherst has lost but two
football games in the last three
years!!!
The rest of the schedule was
played against teams of more equal
stature. Only Wesleyan nipped the
Bantams by more than one touch-
down, though their margin of vic-
tory was considerably slimmer
than that of the previous year.
FOR NINE SENIOR MEMBERS
of the squad, this Wesleyan game
brought a bit of nostalgia. For
most it was the culmination of
four years of work--the day that
they hung up their cleats for good.
Merrill Yavinsky and. Dee Kolewe
have been the backbone around
which Trin has fashioned its of-
fense for the past two years. When
the opposing defense wasn't keying
on Kolewe, the workhorse found
time to gain 378 yards for a 3.6
average. And who will ever forget
his defensive work?
Even with, the broken thumb, Yav-
insky was able to complete one
quarter of Trinity's passes and
account for 33 percent of our pass-
ing yardage.
And then there is Rufus Block-
sidge. Statistics are not available
for the innumerable ways he con-
tributed to the Trinity cause, and
tae same must be said for Lou
Huskins, Phil Parsons, Pete Old-
ershaw, and Fred Prillaman.
Henry Hopkins blossomed as an
end this year, catching 21 passes
for 318 yards, well over half of
Trinity's aerial attack. Joe Bar-
nard's toe was put to work 47
times, and those punts averaged
31.3 yards.
Statstics, even when soaked in
your opponents, blood, can be the
dullest part of football, but with-
out them, how could we compare
players or even teams?
" RICH RISSEL completed 30 of
73 passes this season for 293
yards, slightly less than a "good
afternoon" for Roger Staubach or
Archie Roberts. Yet, where would
Trinity have been without Rissel?
Stepping in when Yavinsky was
Injured, the junior quarterback
engineered some thrilling drives
and was an integral part of the
surprising victory over Coast
Guard.
Tom Sanders carried the ball
68 times for 346 yards and a
(Continued on Page 7)
